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New Tools for Structural Testing: Piezoelectric Impact
Hammers and Acceleration Rate Sensors
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Small-size ultra-high-precision mechanical systems demand special testing methodologies, such as a better high-
frequency response, a precise impact position, an extremely high repeatability, etc. Utilizing the fact that signals
obtained from piezoelectric sensing elements are strongly in� uenced by the interfacing circuitry, piezoelectric
sensors that can be used to measure acceleration rate were developed. Both analytical and experimental results
indicate that acceleration rate sensors can detect the arrival of realistic shock earlier than conventionalaccelerome-
ters can. An ultra-high-precisionhigh-speed piezoelectric impact system with an on-line loadcell was also modeled,
designed, and built. The sensitivity of this on-line load cell was calibrated by using a standard quartz load cell. This
innovative high-speed impact hammer system was found to have a timing accuracy in the range of microseconds
and a positioning accuracy in the range of micrometers.

Introduction

A CCOMPANYING high-tech development comes the devel-
opment of high-performance miniature mechanical systems.

These types of devices demand testing methodologies of differ-
ent merits, such as better high-frequencyresponses, faster reaction
times, etc. Early detection of shock arrival, which typically creates
a negativeeffect on high-performancemechanical systems, can sig-
ni� cantly improve structural system performance. In other words,
improving the shock arrival detection is the same as improving the
high-frequency response of the sensing system. A simple way to
improve high-frequency sensor response is to measure the rate of
change of the quantityof interest.More speci� cally, an acceleration
rate sensor will have a better high-frequency response than that of
accelerometers because differentiation in the time domain equals
multiplying j! and the frequency spectrum, where j D

p
¡1 and

! is the angular frequency.However, differentiation in the time do-
main ampli� es the noise, which in turn reduces the accuracy of the
rate signal. A method of improving the sensor high-frequency re-
sponse by measuring the rate of change without deteriorating the
signal-to-noiseratio is thus desirable.

On the other hand, modal testing that can reveal the dynamic
behavior and execute system identi� cation of today’s high-perfor-
mance mechanical systems is becoming more dif� cult to perform
as impact forces are getting more dif� cult to apply to testing struc-
tures. An impact hammer system with a positioningaccuracy in the
micrometer range and a timing accuracy in the microsecond range
to permit us to perform precise modal or accurate impact testing on
miniature mechanical systems is becoming ever more important.

The newly developed sensing and impacting systems, which are
the accelerationrate sensor and the high-speed impact hammer sys-
tem, will be discussed in detail herein.

Acceleration Rate Sensors
Combining linear piezoelectric theory and Hook’s law yields

the governing equation for traditional accelerometers.1¡6 That is,
the charge signal q.t/ generated from a piezoelectric sensing el-
ement is linearly proportional to the acceleration experienced by
a piezoelectric sensing element in traditional accelerometers. Be-
cause piezoelectricsensing elements are of high-outputimpedance,
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the externallyobtainedsignals from a piezoelectricsensingelement
are strongly in� uenced by the interfacingcircuitry used. It has been
identi� ed that changing the charge ampli� er typically used in tra-
ditional piezoelectric accelerometers to a current ampli� er is the
equivalent of time differentiation.4;6 In other words, the rate signal
can be obtained by measuring the current signal i.t/ D dq.t/=dt
without using a mathematical differentiation process. This is the
basic concept of the interfacing circuit used for the piezoelectric
acceleration rate sensor.6

Considering a realistic impact force that can appear in high-
performance structural systems, the impact force amplitude is ini-
tially zero and increases rapidly with time. That is,

f .t ! 0C/ D f .0C/ C Pf .0C/t C O.t 2/ (1)

where f .0C/ typicallyequals zero for a realistic impact force due to
the shock arrival time constraintin a mechanicalsystem.Physically,
any shock excitationsource has a � nite rising time such as a sudden
hertz impact. Consider the contribution of a realistic impact force
on a simple mass-spring system m Rx C k Px D f .t/, where m and k
are the mass and stiffness of the mass-spring system, respectively,
and under the initial conditions x.0¡/ and Px.0¡/ D 0. The response
of this spring-mass system can be shown to be6

x.t ! 0C/ D lim
t ! 0C

Pf .t/

6m
t 3 C O.t 4/ (2)

where O.¢/ denotes the big-O notation.DifferentiatingEq. (2) sev-
eral times with respect to time yields the governing equations for
acceleration

Rx.t ! 0C/ D lim
t ! 0C

Pf .t/
m

t C O.t 2/ (3)

and the acceleration rate

d Rx
dt

.t ! 0C/ D lim
t ! 0C

Pf .t/
m

C O.t/ (4)

From the preceding equations, it is clear that the acceleration rate
has a � nite value at t ! 0, whereas the accelerometer output sig-
nal equals zero as t ! 0. Thus, theoretically, the acceleration rate
can be detected earlier than acceleration. From this viewpoint, the
acceleration rate is a better sensing variable than acceleration itself
for shock detection or even shock control.

An impact testing experimentalsetup as shown in Fig. 1 was cre-
ated to examine the performance of the acceleration rate sensor vs
that of the accelerometer. The acceleration rate sensor was created
by replacing the Endevco Model 22 accelerometer7 charge ampli-
� er interfacing circuit with a Keithley 427 current ampli� er.8 The
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Fig. 1 Impact testing setup for the acceleration rate sensor and the
accelerometer.

Fig. 2 Comparison of shock arrival between the acceleration rate sen-
sor and the accelerometer.

Fig. 3 Linear spectrum of an accelerometer signal (top trace) and pseudointegrated acceleration rate sensor signal (bottom trace).

PCB309A accelerometer,9;10 which has a built-in interfacing cir-
cuit and was connectedto an externalmeasurement instrumentby a
voltage ampli� er, was used as the comparison sensor. Both sensors
were placed at the same longitudinal position of the testing beam
structure.The bandwidthof thevoltageampli� er and thecurrentam-
pli� er was adjustedto be identical.Finally,both the accelerationrate
signal and accelerationsignal were connected to a Hewlett-Packard
35665A dynamic signal analyzer11 for an arrival time comparison.

The results shown in Fig. 2 indicate that the acceleration rate
sensor detects shock arrival earlier than the accelerometerwhen the
impact hammer generates a mechanical impulse to the beam. In
Fig. 2, the upper trace is the accelerationrate signal and the bottom
trace is the acceleration signal. It is clear from the data that the
measured shock arrival time for the acceleration rate sensor was
156.25 ms and for the accelerometer was 159.179 ms. Thus, a total
of 3.0-ms difference in shock arrival detection was noted.

The linear spectrum between the acceleration rate sensor and
the accelerometer was also generated to make the comparison. To
create the acceleration spectrum from the acceleration rate signal,
a pseudointegration that is equal to dividing the acceleration rate
spectrum by j!. j D

p
¡1, and where ! is the angular frequency)

was performed. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the spectrum between the
pseudointegratedaccelerationrate signalobtainedby integratingthe
modi� ed Endevco Model 22 accelerometer signal agrees well with
the accelerometer spectrum. Note that the gain difference between
the two tracesis of no signi� cant importancedue to the arbitrarygain
setting of the two sensors. The difference that appears between the
two traces for a frequency in the 0–80 Hz range can be attributed to
the fact that acceleration rate sensors naturally emphasize a higher-
frequency portion of the spectrum than do accelerometers. In other
words, an accelerationrate sensor is more naturally tuned to higher-
frequency detection than an accelerometer.

One thing that should be noted is that the aforementionedpiezo-
electric acceleration rate sensor essentially operates the piezoelec-
tric sensing element under the charge mode. In comparison, the
PCB309A accelerometer mentioned earlier was running under the
voltage mode due to the interfacing circuitry used. There are many
differentperformancemerits for piezoelectricsensingelements run-
ning under voltage mode vs charge mode. For example, tempera-
ture stability is of ultimate importance if the piezoelectric sens-
ing elements are to be used in various temperature conditions. It is
known that piezoelectric ceramics such as PZT (lead, zirconate, ti-
tanate) are more stable in temperaturewhen they are used in a charge
mode. Adapting these types of materials to the situation mentioned
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earlier,whichused the currentampli� er to interfacethe piezoelectric
sensing element, can generate an acceleration rate sensor of high-
temperature stability. On the other hand, a piezoelectric polymer
such as polyvinylidene � uoride (PVF2 ) is more temperature stable
when it is used in the voltage mode. Anyone who intends to adopt
the current ampli� er circuitry concept for piezoelectric polymeric-
type sensing elements should be aware that high-temperature sta-
bility is traded for differentiationnoise immunity.

Another thing that should be noted is that the time differencebe-
tween shock arrival detected by accelerometersand by acceleration
rate sensorswill depend on factors such as specimen conditions, in-
terfacing circuit bandwidth, etc., to name a few. Nevertheless, both
the theoretical and analytical results presented earlier show that

Fig. 4 Schematic of the impact hammer system design/calibration.

Fig. 5 Photo of the impact hammer system design/calibration.

Fig. 6 Schematic of the impact hammer.

acceleration rate sensors detect shock earlier than the accelerome-
ters do.

Precision Impact Hammer System
A piezoelectric material is characterized as having a large force

exerted but with very little deformation. Many mechanically mag-
nifying mechanisms, which are all based on the leveling principle
to magnify motion, have been developed over the years to over-
come such a problem.12¡18 A completely different concept, which
is based on a waveguide design to transform the blocking force of
piezoelectric materials into a free-� ying motion, was created by
Chang and Wang19;20 to achieve large motion for piezoelectrically
driven mechanisms. This mechanism was later improved by Lee
and Wu,21 and Wu and Lee,22 who added an on-line load cell into
a free-� ying object to detect impact force as well as to create a
piezoelectric impact hammer system. The optimizationprocess and
many design modi� cations to the aforementioned system will be
discussed in detail herein. The basic layout of our newly developed
ultra-high-precision, high-speedimpact hammer system is shown in
Figs. 4–6. To optimize the waveguide design used in this paper and
to understand the propulsionprocess better, this drivingmechanism
will be modeled herein.

As the capacitancevalue of the piezoelectricrod is in the rangeof
1.25 ¹F, the normal power supplywill not be able to provideenough
current to drive the piezoelectric rod. The driving circuit used is
basedon a capacitorbankdischargeconceptas shown in Fig. 7. That
is, a large amount of charge was stored within a set of high-value
high-voltagecapacitors � rst, and then all the charge was released to
drive the piezoelectricrod. The typical voltage waveform generated
is shownin the upper traceofFig. 8. The inversetransistor–transistor
logic (TTL) (0 to ¡5 V) signal shown in the bottom trace of Fig. 8
was used to initiate the whole discharging process so as to send a
high-voltagepulse into the piezoelectric rod. The dc power supply
Vss was set at 150 V and was used to charge the high-value high-
voltage capacitor. The TTL time width Tb is used to determine the
voltage level that the piezoelectric stack should be charged. All in
all, thenewlydesigneddrivingcircuitcharges thepiezoelectricstack
with one time constantand dischargeswith a different time constant.

The drivingmechanismof this newly developedprecision impact
hammer system was modeled by using the one-dimensionalpiezo-
electric elastic wave theory to obtain the governing equation (see
Fig. 9)

@2u

@x2
D 1

c2

@2u

@t 2
(5)

where c D
p

.Yp=½/ represents the wave velocity, and Yp and ½
are Young’s modulus and the density of the piezoelectric material,
respectively.The initial conditionsu.x; 0/ D 0 and @u.x; 0/=@t D 0
and the boundary conditions u.x D 0; t/ D 0 at the � xed end and
@u.l; t/=@x D d E.t/ ¡ [ksu.t/ C ksu0 C m0@2u.t/=@t 2]=AYp at the
preload end are needed to model the impact hammer system. In
addition, l is the length of the piezoelectric rod, A is the cross-
sectional area of the piezoelectric rod, d and e are the piezoelectric
strain/charge and piezoelectric stress/charge constants, E.t/ is the
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Fig. 7 Design circuit for charging PZT stacks.

Fig. 8 Typical waveform generated by the high-voltage pulse genera-
tor.

appliedelectric � eld, u0 is the preloaddisplacement,m0 is the added
mass, and ks is the equivalent to the spring preload.

Choosing T D tc=l, X D x=l, U .X; T / D u.x; t/=l, U0 D u0=l,
M D m0=½ Al , and K D ks l=AYp , Eq. (5) can be transformed into a
nondimensionalform:

@2U

@ X 2
D @2U

@T 2
(6)

with the initial conditions U .X; 0/ D 0 and @U .X; 0/=@T D 0 and
the boundary conditions U .X D 0; T / D 0 at the � xed end and
@U .X D 1; T /=@x D D.T / ¡ KU0 ¡ KU .X D 1; T / ¡ M@2U
.X D 1; T /=@T 2 at the preloadend. In addition,the nondimensional
parameter D.T / D d E .T / representsthe electrical� eld effect of the
piezoelectriccolumn, and the nondimensionalizedK represents the
relative stiffnessbetween the preload spring ks and the piezoelectric
rod AYp=l. All nondimensionalvariables can be recognized by the
use of capital letters that specify them. Taking a Laplace transform
on Eq. (6) and on the initial and boundary conditions yields

@2 QU .X; S/

@ X 2
¡ S2 QU .X; S/ D 0 (7)

Fig. 9 Free body diagram of the piezoelectric rod driving system.

with the Laplace transformed boundary conditions: QU .X D 0; S/ D
0, and @ QU .X D 1; S/=@ X C .K C M S2/ QU .X D 1; S/ D QD.S/ ¡
U0 K=S. The solution of displacement in the Laplace transformed
S space can then be solved. Taking the inverse Laplace transform
yields the following solution:

U .X; T / D 1
2¼ j

° C j1

° ¡ j1

QU .X; S/eST dS

D 1
2¼ j

° C j1

° ¡ j1

.K U0 ¡ QDS/

SF.S/
sinh.SX /eST dS (8)

where F .S/ D S cosh.S/C.MS2 C K / sinh.S/, QD.S/ D SfD0.1¡
e¡Tb S/=S¡D0[1¡e¡.SC1=¿1/Tb ]=.SC1=¿1/CD0e¡Tb S[1¡e¡Tb =¿1 ]=.SC
1=¿2/g, and QD.S/ and D.T / are the Laplace transformed pair. More
speci� cally, the high-voltagepulse generated can be viewed as the
combination of a charge process with time constant ¿1 and a dis-
charge process with time constant ¿2. The symbolic programming
language MACSYMA23 was used to perform a Pade approximation
toexpandthedenominatorof the integrandofEq. (8).Fromthere, the
residual theorem was then used to evaluate the expanded equation.

Once the wave propagation behavior was modeled within the
piezoelectric rod and the preload mechanism, the interaction be-
tween the waveguide and the � ying head was simulated by using
a Hopkinson bar model.24 For the case where @u=@ x < 0, the in-
terface between the � ying head and the waveguide is compressed,
and the wave is transmitted from the waveguide to the � ying head.
For the case where @U=@x ¸ 0, the interface is under tension, and
the � ying head is considered to be separated from the waveguide.
The force applied on the � ying head under various K computed by
using the Hopkinson bar model can be shown in Fig. 10.

To verify theoretical predictionsand to examine the performance
of this newly developed piezoelectric impact hammer system, an
on-line load cell (OLC) was embedded into the � ying head to detect
the impact force. The setup shown in Fig. 4 was used for the impact
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a) K = 0.01 and M = 0.4

b) K = 0.1 and M = 0.4

c) K = 1 and M = 0.4

Fig. 10 In� uence of different K on the transmitted force pulse com-
puted by using the Hopkinson bar concept.

Fig. 11 Timing accuracy of the impact hammer system.

hammer calibration and for performance evaluation.A PCB model
209A25 standardquartz load cell (SLC) of 8.1-mV/g sensitivitywas
used as the calibration sensor. The graphic user interface software
LabVIEW26 was used to communicate with a Gage card27 of 250-
MHz sampling rate to record the signalgeneratedfrom the OLC and
the SLC. The sensitivity of the OLC can be obtained by comparing
the signal between the OLC and the SLC.

The impact location repeatability and timing accuracy of the im-
pact hammer systemwere also examined.A total of 10 sets of pulses
generated by the OLC were recorded in Fig. 10 by use of a Gage
card. All of these signals were triggered by the inverse TTL signal
used to initiate the piezoelectricdrivingmechanism.The � ying time
difference dT between the � rst two pulses was measured to be far
less than 1 ¹s (see Fig. 11). The impact location accuracy was ex-
aminedby checking the center impact mark locationdifferencefor a
single impact and for a set of 10 consecutiveimpacts under the same
condition and at the same location. The impact location accuracy
was found to be in the range of 1 ¹m.

The parameters used in our experimental results are l D 72 mm,
and where A is 2 £ 3 mm, Yp D 5:5 £ 1010 N/m2, and ks D 6:48 £
104 N/m. The K value used was K D ks=AYp ¼ 0:014. For typical
experimental results, the value of K is in the range of 0.01–0.1. As

a) K = 0.01 and M = 0.4

b) K = 0.1 and M = 0.4

Fig. 12 Digitally � ltered piezoelectric force signal for the case.

a) K = 0.1 and M = 0.005

b) K = 0.1 and M = 0.4

Fig. 13 In� uence of added mass.

the bandwidthof the experimentaldata was limited at 1–50 kHz by a
second-orderButterworth � lter,28 the theoretical predictions shown
in Figs. 10a and 10b need to be modi� ed by using the same digital
� lter (Fig.12). The magnitude and impact time for the driving im-
pulse obtained from our experiments (� rst impulse of Fig. 10a) and
theoreticalpredictions(Fig. 12) agreequitewell. It is also clear from
Fig. 10 that a larger K will inducea larger impulseforcefor the range
where K is between0.01 and 0.1. It is also clear from Fig. 10 that the
interaction on the interface will transform from thrust to compres-
sion as the K value passes through 0.1. Considering the theoretical
prediction purely from a wave propagation viewpoint, the value of
K can be viewed to represent the relative acoustical impedance be-
tween the waveguide and the � ying head. In this viewpoint K D 1
and M D 0 should be the transitional points concerned as the re-
� ected wave will have a 180-deg phase shift when the interface is
met. The discrepancy on the transitional K value lies on the effect
of the added mass. It is clear from Fig. 13 that the added mass will
make the transitional K value appear smaller than K D 1.
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Also note that the interfacebetween the waveguide and the � ying
head is not a rigid body and the stress-concentrationphenomenon
can be predicted when K > 0:1 and M D 0:4. Thus, the Hopkinson
bar model is considered unsuitable to model this type of impact
hammer system for the case where K > 0:1 and M D 0:4.

Conclusions
To pursue the increasingly more demanding mechanical testing

tasksof today,an accelerationratesensorandanultra-high-precision
impact hammer system were developed.Using a currentampli� er to
interface the high-output impedance piezoelectric sensing element,
an acceleration rate sensor, which detects shock arrival earlier than
that of an accelerometer, was created. Because of the rate nature
of this accelerationrate sensor, this newly created acceleration rate
sensor not only can detect shock arrival earlier but also can be nat-
urally tuned to higher-frequencydetection.

By using the waveguideconcept, the blocking force of piezoelec-
tric materials was transformed into an impact hammer system. In
addition, the Hopkinson bar concept was adopted to examine the
possibility of optimizing this impact hammer system. The exper-
imental data indicate that this piezoelectric impact hammer has a
timing accuracy in the range of microseconds and a positioning ac-
curacy in the range of micrometers.The short impact time achieved
by the impact hammer also warrants a higher-frequencyexcitation
achievableby the impact hammer.

Combining the high-frequency feature of both the acceleration
rate sensor and the impact hammer system, these two newly devel-
oped testing systems make testing of miniature mechanical struc-
tures feasible.
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